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Maintaining eBay
To keep quality control on point, make sure the return rate
is good,  observe the Keepa graphs, check if there's a
massive drop off in sellers, and if the brand selling on the
listing. Do all these checks in case of mistakes to protect
yourself especially if you don't have receipts.

More receipts
Add the volume of items you have receipts for to have
a higher ratio of good transactions. This will offset
mistakes on your account. 

VAs save time

CHECKMATE FLIPS

PEOPLE YOU NEED TO FOLLOW

Highlight wins

Hiring VAs help you save a lot of time. With Online
Arbitrage, you need help. Even if the VAs work at 60% of
your ability, it’s still going to end up a net positive for you
in the long run. This is also usually just at the start
because they get better over time. 

@Checkmate_Flips

@CheckmateFlips

Being positive with VAs is a big deal. Focus on the
positives over the negatives in critiquing their work.
Highlight the successes and talk about what they got
right compared to what they got wrong. 

@checkmate_flips

@Checkmate_Flips

https://link.fasttrackfba.com/ufcZT
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYEwJ0qQW-KXx6M8qd1Bd7w
https://www.instagram.com/checkmate_flips/?hl=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@checkmate_flips
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Flexibility

Task management
Delegate your VA's tasks. Checkmate Flips sends an
email outlining things to do for a specific day. 

F.I.R.E.
Financial Independence, Retire Early. Make passive
income, increase income, and cut down on spending
to achieve early retirement. Do your own research on
how to achieve it for yourself. 

Get 10 Amazon arbitrage leads
a day with a Fast Track FBA

Virtual Assistant

PEOPLE YOU NEED TO FOLLOW

CHECKMATE FLIPS

8 THINGS I LEARNT

FastTrackFBA.com/VA

Hiring overseas
Hiring from the Philippines is good because a lot of
them are working online, are generally good in English,
and are educated enough to understand your training. 

Don’t be so strict with your VA clocking in and clocking out.
Be output based and just make sure to check that they
accomplish what you ask of them. 

https://link.fasttrackfba.com/ufcZ8

